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Author/article identification

After article acceptance, the corresponding author receives an invitation to complete 
the publication process for the article and the authors are able to identify themselves:

Corresponding author/article identification parameters:
1. Selected institution
2. E-Mail domain recognition
3. IP recognition

The hierarchy of identification parameters is in the above order: 1, 2, 3.

-> In general, the authors are informed about how they were identified.

>> Identification parameters are provided to SN at least 6 weeks prior to kick off.
Please refer to the next slide for a practical example



Author/article identification

An author identifies themselves by using the following identification parameters:

For example:
1. Selected institution: University College London
2. E-Mail domain recognition: University of Vienna
3. IP recognition: Max Planck Society

-> ‘Selected institution’ is the strongest parameter. The author is identified as being 
affiliated with University College London.



Author journey



Invitation upon article acceptance

Once an article is editorially 
accepted for publication, the 
author receives an email with a 
link to complete the publishing 
agreement

Authors will also receive an email 
containing the login link



Search for your institution I

Corresponding authors are asked to type in 
their institution in the search field and 
“select their institution”.

Authors should then select the institution 
from the drop-down list in order for the 
identification to work.

Authors are also identified via IP range 
and/or an institutional email domain in the 
“background”.



Search for your institution II

To help ensure as many authors as possible 
are able to identify themselves, Springer 
Nature retains lists of name variants for 
every eligible institution.

We have integrated the Research 
Organization Registry into our systems to 
help cover as many different name 
iterations for every institution as possible.



Select your affiliation

If the author is identified as 
eligible, a welcome message 
appears, which provides 
further information on the OA 
agreement.

Authors are informed on how they 
were identified.

Eligible article types*:
- OriginalPaper
- ReviewPaper
- BriefCommunication
- ContinuingEducation

Eligible license types*:
- CC-BY
- CC-BY NC

*information to be confirmed



Publishing model default

As your agreement is default Open 
Access, the author will be able to 
submit for approval or search again 
for a different institution.



Awaiting institutional approval

Approval request has been 
submitted to the selected 
institution



If the author is confirmed as being 
affiliated with an eligible 
institution and will be covered 
under the OA agreement, they will 
receive confirmation of this

An email confirming this is also 
sent to the author

Affiliation is confirmed



Affiliation has not been confirmed

If the institution cannot confirm 
the author’s affiliation, the author 
is informed that the agreement 
will not cover the open access 
publishing costs

The author can pay the open 
access fee or decide to publish 
subscription instead



Publication I



After publication, the author will receive 
an email containing information about the 
respective OA license

This email explains: 

• General information about the article

• The specific license in use (CC-BY or 
CC-BY-NC) 

• How the author can share their article

• Information on announcing and citing 
the article

• Extra services SN provide for authors

The email also contains a link to the online 
version of the published article and an 
online PDF copy

Publication II


